Abstract Topological properties of DNA influence its structure and biochemical interactions. Within the cell, DNA topology is constantly in flux. Transcription and other essential processes, including DNA replication and repair, not only alter the topology of the genome but also introduce additional complications associated with DNA knotting and catenation. These topological perturbations are counteracted by the action of topoisomerases, a specialized class of highly conserved and essential enzymes that actively regulate the topological state of the genome. This dynamic interplay among DNA topology, DNA processing enzymes, and DNA topoisomerases is a pervasive factor that influences DNA metabolism in vivo. Building on the extensive structural and biochemical characterization over the past four decades that has established the fundamental mechanistic basis of topoisomerase activity, scientists have begun to explore the unique roles played by DNA topology in modulating and influencing the activity of topoisomerases. In this review we survey established and emerging DNA topology-dependent protein-DNA interactions with a focus on in vitro measurements of the dynamic interplay between DNA topology and topoisomerase activity.
Introduction
The topological state of DNA and its impact on cellular activities has been recognized since the double helical structure of DNA was first proposed (Watson and Crick 1953) . The antiparallel configuration of two intertwined complementary strands was recognized to provide genomic stability and protection, but it immediately raised concerns regarding the topological complications associated with replication. Genomic DNA that is organized into topologically closed domains, or closed circular DNA such as plasmids (Dixon et al. 2012; Espéli and Boccard 2006) , is physically constrained, limiting rotational motion. Therefore, opening of the two DNA strands associated with many DNA metabolic processes results in downstream overwinding, and upstream underwinding, of the DNA. The discovery of DNA topoisomerases, almost 20 years after the discovery of the double helical structure of DNA, provided a resolution to the topological complications inherent in the double helix (Champoux and Dulbecco 1972; Gellert et al. 1976; Wang 1971) . By transiently breaking and resealing the DNA backbone via a transesterification reaction (Champoux 2001; Chen et al. 2013; Forterre et al. 2007; Schoeffler and Berger 2008) , topoisomerases can modulate the level of supercoiling and maintain the topological homeostasis of genomic DNA (Nitiss 2009a; Vos et al. 2011; Wang 2002) . Given the fundamental roles of topoisomerases in nucleic acid metabolism, and their importance as potent targets for anti-bacterial and anti-cancer agents, they have been, and continue to be, extensively studied (Deweese and Osheroff 2009; Kathiravan et al. 2013; Nitiss 2009b; Pommier 2013) .
The effects of DNA topology on DNA processing enzymes Is DNA topology just a nuisance and a side-effect of the DNA duplex conformation? This antagonistic view is changing as an increasing number of studies have revealed that the dynamic interplay between DNA topology and proteins serves regulatory roles in DNA metabolism within the cell (Baranello et al. 2012; Ma and Wang 2014; Schvartzman et al. 2013; Teves and Henikoff 2014; Travers and Muskhelishvili 2005) . Supercoiling of DNA generates conformations with physical properties differing from those of linear B-form DNA. The altered topology impacts the geometry and dynamics of DNA bending, as well as the probabilities of DNA melting and distal site juxtaposition (Vologodskii 2009; Vologodskii and Cozzarelli 1993, 1994) . These physical changes in turn affect the interaction of DNA-modifying proteins with their DNA substrates (Lomholt et al. 2009; Vologodskii and Cozzarelli 1994) . The impact of DNA supercoiling on enzymatic activity is particularly clear for RNA transcription. Recently, several in vivo and in vitro studies have revealed that DNA supercoiling is extensively involved in modulating transcription and gene expression (Baranello et al. 2012; Chong et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2013; Teves and Henikoff 2014; Travers and Muskhelishvili 2005) . In order to establish a comprehensive picture of how DNA topology influences DNA metabolism within the cell, it is crucial to understand how DNA topology specifically affects the myriad of proteins that bind and modify DNA.
In this review, we survey recent in vitro studies of the interplay between DNA topology and topoisomerases. Although topoisomerases are the primary focus of the review, we also discuss RNA transcription as a canonical example to illustrate the interplay between DNA topology and enzyme activity. Many of these results have been made possible by the advent of single-molecule methods to control and measure DNA topology, primarily magnetic tweezers (Charvin et al. 2005a; Ma and Wang 2014; Revyakin et al. 2004) , complimented by the development of extensive theoretical and computational approaches (Marko 2007; Neukirch and Marko 2011; Ouldridge et al. 2011; Vologodskii and FrankKamenetskii 1992; Vologodskii and Marko 1997; Zhang and Marko 2008) . Single-molecule approaches complement ensemble approaches, but the former uniquely provide a means of distinguishing the effects of twist and writhe that are typically convolved in ensemble measurements. (Charvin et al. 2003 (Charvin et al. , 2004 (Charvin et al. , 2005a Neuman et al. 2009; Seol et al. 2013a; Stone et al. 2003) . We can therefore distinguish twist (torsion) and writhe of DNA topology as the two main Beffectors^on DNA processing enzymes. After a brief overview of DNA topology, we review recent studies of DNA topology-dependent protein activities that are modulated by twist or writhe.
Several techniques have been employed to study the effects of DNA supercoiling on protein binding and activity. The most common ensemble techniques used to investigate topology-modifying enzymes such as DNA topoisomerases are based on gel electrophoresis approaches that can separate DNA topoisomers at the resolution of a single linking number, in addition to resolving different knotted DNA species (Keller 1975) . Topology-dependent protein binding can be measured with several approaches, including the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (Osheroff 1986; Palecek et al. 2001) , atomic force microscopy (Alonso-Sarduy et al. 2011; López et al. 2012; Vanderlinden et al. 2014) , and an equilibrium topology-dependent binding assay (Litwin et al. 2015) . Single-molecule techniques that can control as well as measure the topology of individual DNA molecules extend our capacity to directly observe how DNA topology modulates the activities of proteins and the dynamic nature of the interplay between protein activity and topology (reviewed in Charvin et al. 2004 Charvin et al. , 2005a Forth et al. 2013; Koster et al. 2010; Lipfert et al. 2015; Ma and Wang 2014; Neuman 2010; Strick et al. 2000) .
DNA topology
DNA topology describes the tertiary conformations of DNA that include supercoiling, knots, and catenanes (Fig. 1) . Most DNA metabolic processes perturb DNA topology such as the simultaneous positive supercoiling due to overwinding ahead of RNA polymerase and negative supercoiling due to underwinding of DNA behind RNA polymerase generated during transcription (Liu and Wang 1987) . This example illustrates an important but subtle point when discussing DNA topology. The positive supercoiling ahead of RNA Fig. 1 Graphical overview of DNA topology. Linking number differences (ΔLk) arise due to cellular processes, such as DNA transcription and replication. Differences in the linking number are accommodated by a combination of twist (torsion) (Tw) and writhe (Wr), which change the structure and mechanics of DNA. Knotting within a DNA molecule and links between DNA molecules (catenanes) represent higher order topological conformations of DNA polymerase is precisely balanced by the negative supercoiling behind the polymerase; hence the global topology of the DNA remains constant. In general, enzymatic processes that do not cut the DNA backbone do not alter the global topology of DNA; nonetheless, changes in local topology affect enzymatic processes. For example, replication generates local positive supercoiling ahead of the DNA polymerase due to the separation of the duplex DNA by DNA replication helicases (Lohman and Bjornson 1996) and the formation of links, or pre-catenanes, between the two daughter strands behind the polymerase due to the backward diffusion of accumulating positive supercoils via the rotation of the replication fork (Peter et al. 1998) . If the local positive supercoiling and precatenanes are not resolved, replication or cell division will fail. This example illustrates the importance of local topological changes in addition to global topology in DNA-enzyme interactions. Random cyclization of DNA, enhanced by entangled DNA conditions in tight spaces, such as bacteriophage DNA in capsid, or site-specific recombination processes, can also lead to the formation of knots in the DNA (reviewed in Darcy and Vazquez 2013) .
The topological conformations of a closed circular or rotationally constrained domain of DNA can be described in terms of the linking number (Lk) a topological invariant that is defined as the integer number of links between the two complementary single strands of DNA (Bates and Maxwell 2005; . This topological quantity is physically manifested in two distinct geometric properties of DNA: twist (Tw) and writhe (Wr) (Boles et al. 1990 ) (Figs. 1, 2). Twist is defined as the number of times the Watson and Crick strands twist around each other along the helical axis of the DNA, whereas writhe is a measure of winding and crossing of the double-helical axis in space. A remarkable mathematical result states that the sum of twist and writhe describing a given DNA molecule is equal to the linking number (Fuller 1978; White 1969) . Consequently, changes in the linking number for a given closed-circular DNA, or topologically constrained segment of DNA, are partitioned between changes in twist and writhe, i.e., (Fuller 1978) . For relaxed B-form DNA, the two strands twist around each other once every ∼10.5 bp; therefore, the relaxed linking number (Lk 0 ) is equal to the relaxed twist (Tw 0 ) ∼ n/10.5 for n base pairs as the writhe is identical to 0 for the relaxed DNA. Supercoiling of DNA refers to changes in the linking number from the relaxed linking number. Negative supercoiling, corresponding to a reduction in linking number (ΔLk <0), is accommodated by a reduction in twist and the formation of negative (right-handed) writhe, primarily through the generation of plectonemes in which the helical axis crosses itself, forming an interwound superhelix. The other possible supercoiled conformation in which the helical axis follows a toroidal superhelical path similar to a coiled telephone cord is not observed in free DNA (Bates and Maxwell 2005) . Positive supercoiling, corresponding to an increase in linking number (ΔLk >0), is accommodated by an increase in twist and positive (left-handed) writhe. The fractional change in linking number (also termed specific linking difference or superhelical density: σ) is often used to describe the DNA topological state of a plasmid compared to relaxed DNA:
The topological state of prokaryotic genomic DNA is strictly regulated to maintain negative supercoiling (Worcel and Burgi 1972) . In eukaryotes, the supercoiling density is also effectively negative, but it is largely constrained within nucleosomes (Bates and Maxwell 2005; Travers and Muskhelishvili 2007) . In Escherichia coli, σ in general ranges from −0.03 to −0.06 depending on the growth phase (Bliska and Cozzarelli 1987; Hatfield and Benham 2002) . Roughly 40 % of the superhelical density in prokaryotes is unconstrained and is largely accommodated by negative writhe through the formation of plectonemes (Bliska and Cozzarelli 1987) . When free in solution, the superhelical density in plasmids larger than~2.5 kbp is partitioned into~30 % twist and~70 % writhe ). These two manifestations of linking number differences influence enzyme binding and activity in different manners.
DNA twist (torsion)-dependent protein activity
Many DNA-based processes affect DNA topology primarily by changing the local DNA twist (Lavelle 2014; Teves and Henikoff 2014) . Untwisting DNA (negative ΔLk, left-handed rotation) destabilizes the duplex and can generate locally denatured regions of DNA, even under low tension (~0.5 pN) (Strick et al. 1998) . Negative supercoiling therefore makes single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) more accessible and can also reduce the DNA bending modulus (Fig. 2) . Overwinding DNA (positive ΔLk, right-handed rotation), on the other hand, increases DNA torsion that may hinder proteins from binding, tracking (Ma et al. 2013 ), or wrapping (Li et al. 2015 ; Nam and Arya 2014) DNA (Fig. 2) . The effects of DNA torsion on enzyme activity is perhaps best understood in the context of supercoiling-dependent RNA transcription (reviewed in Kouzine et al. 2014; Teves and Henikoff 2014) . In general, higher transcription efficiency is observed with higher (−) DNA twist (Lim et al. 2003) . First, the initial DNA opening and binding of proteins are favored by negative twist, which facilitates melting and opening of the DNA duplex. For example, transcription factor IID (TFIID), one of the proteins involved in the initiation of RNA transcription along with TATA box binding protein, is known to untwist DNA upon binding (Kahn 2000) . TFIID binding is generally enhanced on negatively supercoiled DNA (Tabuchi et al. 1993) , likely because the unwound DNA conformation lowers both the energy barrier of TFIID binding and the free-energy of the TFIID bound state. In contrast to negative supercoiling, positive supercoiling adversely effects promoter opening by RNA polymerase (Chong et al. 2014; Revyakin et al. 2004 ). The Revyakin et al. study also revealed that the life-times of the open states of certain promoters are shorter than others, even though the opening-rates at the same degree of supercoiling are comparable, indicating that the stability of the open promoter as well as the rate of opening play roles in supercoiling-dependent transcription initiation. In addition to torsional effects on transcription initiation, Ma et al. (2013) and Chong et al. (2014) independently showed that DNA torsion modulated transcription elongation at the singlemolecule level. These authors showed that increasing DNA torsion not only decreased the rate of transcription, but also led to the stalling of RNA polymerase and the inhibition of transcription. Chong et al. (2014) further revealed that the addition of gyrase allows transcription to restart, reflecting the dynamic interplay between transcription DNA torsion and topoisomerase activity in vivo. These two studies underscore the significance of DNA topoisomerases in regulating not only the level of supercoiling but also in facilitating vital cellular processes that can be inhibited by excessive levels of supercoiling or other topological barriers (Wang 2002) .
DNA torsion (Tw) has different effects on the catalytic activity of DNA topoisomerases depending on the catalytic mechanism of the specific topoisomerase (Fig. 3) . Type IB topoisomerases (Topo IB) generate a transient DNA nick in one strand of duplex DNA by forming a 3′-phosphotyrosine bond which allows a controlled rotation of the free 5′-end around the intact strand inside the protein until the enzyme reseals the nick (Champoux 2001; Pommier 2013) . Topo V (topoisomerase Type IC) shares a similar catalytic mechanism with Topo IB despite the lack of structural or sequence similarity (Schoeffler and Berger 2008) . DNA torsion lowers the rotational energy barrier (Wereszczynski and Andricioaei 2010) and thus enhances the rate of rotation, i.e., the relaxation rate for both types of topoisomerases (Koster et al. 2005; Seol et al. 2012; Taneja et al. 2007 ). DNA twist also affects the efficacy of human Topo IB inhibitors, some of which are Federal Drug Administration-approved chemotherapeutic agents that act by preventing religation of the cleaved DNA and trapping the cleavage complex comprised of the topoisomerase, DNA, and inhibitor (Pommier and Cushman 2009) . Topo IB inhibitor-mediated DNA cleavage complex formation is enhanced by supercoiling of the DNA substrate (Seol et al. 2015) , although the relative enhancement is modulated by the chirality of supercoiling, the specific type of inhibitor, and the inherent chiral-dependence of cleavage (Gentry et al. 2011; McClendon and Osheroff 2006; Seol et al. 2015) . This enhancement may arise from the higher affinity of Topo IB for supercoiled DNA (Madden et al. 1995) , possibly due to preferential binding at DNA crossovers (Patel et al. 2010; Zechiedrich and Osheroff 1990) ; however, recent measurements performed at low Topo IB concentrations suggest there is little difference in affinity between relaxed and supercoiled DNA (Litwin et al. 2015) . Alternatively, enhanced Increased torsion also hinders and can reverse DNAwrapping interactions of nucleosomes. Right half of graph The formation of writhe facilitates the interactions among distal sites of DNA and promotes local DNA bending. In addition, geometric differences between positive and negative Wr or DNA juxtapositions within knotted or catenated DNA are subject to chiral-and geometric-dependent activities of some Type II topoisomerases. For example, topoisomerase IV has been shown to be sensitive to the DNA crossing angle α depicted in the figure inhibitor-mediated cleavage with supercoiled DNA may reflect the torque-dependent increase in the occupancy of a cleaved, but not rotating, DNA-protein conformation that promotes inhibitor binding (Seol et al. 2012 ). Supercoilingmediated effects have also been demonstrated for the inhibition of human Topo IIα and Topo IIβ, the two isoforms of human Topo IIA, by inhibitors (e.g., etoposide) that act to prevent religation and stabilize enzyme-mediated cleavage complexes in a similar manner as the Topo IB inhibitors (McClendon and Osheroff 2006) . Generally speaking, the degree of intrinsic cleavage complex formation is higher for negatively than for positively supercoiled DNA for both human Topo II isoforms. This chiral-dependent difference persists for the formation of the inhibitor-stabilized cleavage complex, resulting in comparable relative changes in the formation of the cleavage complex with increasing concentration of inhibitor for both chiralities of supercoiling (McClendon and Osheroff 2006) . Topo IIA employ a strand passage mechanism in which the enzyme passes one segment of duplex DNA through a transient double-strand break generated in a second segment of DNA (Schoeffler and Berger 2008) . Topo IA also employ a strand passage mechanism (Schoeffler and Berger 2008) . However, these enzymes pass a single-stranded segment of DNA, or in the case of Topo III either ssDNA or doublestranded (ds)DNA, through a transient ssDNA gap (Gubaev and Klostermeier 2014; Lulchev and Klostermeier 2014; Seol et al. 2013b; Terekhova et al. 2012 ). The binding and activity of Topo IA therefore critically depend on a sufficient level of negative supercoiling to promote the unwinding of the duplex to generate ssDNA binding regions (Kirkegaard and Wang 1985; Lima et al. 1994) . Indeed, this dependence on a critical level of negative supercoiling for Topo IA activity is exploited in prokaryotes as a mechanism to regulate the level of negative supercoiling. DNA gyrase (a Type IIA topoisomerase) introduces negative supercoils into genomic DNA, and Topo IA relax negative supercoils to the critical level at which ssDNA is no longer generated. By working in opposition these two topoisomerases establish a dynamic supercoiling equilibrium that maintains the DNA at a specific level of negative green circle indicates the enzyme-DNA bond) and relaxes both positive and negative supercoils via a controlled rotation mechanism, resulting in an a random change in Lk before religation. The rate of relaxation is proportional to the stored torque, i.e., ΔTw. Although not shown, the mechanism of Topo V is similar to that of Topo IB. Bottom 2 rows Topo IIA generates a double-strand break (inset: green circle indicates the enzyme-DNA bond) and passes the other duplex through a DNA gate formed by the enzyme and DNA bridge. Positive DNA torsion decreases the catalytic activity of Topo IIA. Some Topo IIA (Topo IV, gyrase, and human Topo IIα) are affected by the chirality of DNA Wr supercoiling (Drlica 1992) . Reverse gyrase is a unique Type IA topoisomerase combined with a helicase that introduces positive supercoils in an ATP-dependent manner (Ogawa et al. 2015; Schoeffler and Berger 2008) . The mechanism of positive supercoiling has not been completely established, but it is known that the rate and extent of positive supercoiling are limited by the positive torque on the DNA (Ogawa et al. 2015 (Ogawa et al. , 2016 . In contrast to Topo IB, the catalytic activities of both Topo IA and IIA decrease with increasing positive torsion, suggesting that the rate-limiting step depends on the torque on the DNA (Charvin et al. 2005a; Dekker et al. 2002; Ogawa et al. 2016; Seol et al. 2013a) . The different responses of Topo IB and Topo IIA to DNA torsion likely reflects their different physiological roles: Topo IB, faring better with DNA twist, is more involved in removing excess supercoiling associated with transcription, whereas Topo IIA is uniquely able to resolve higher-level DNA structures such as writhe, knots, and catenanes (Teves and Henikoff 2014) due to its duplex strand passage ability. Type IIA topoisomerases are essential for removing links between replicated genomic DNA prior to cell division, since a single unresolved link results in either the failure of mitosis or chromosome breakage, both of which are highly deleterious to the cell (Wang 2002 ). Twist has also been shown to affect the strand passage rate of Topo II. Singlemolecule measurements of Topo IIA reveal a decrease in activity associated with highly supercoiled or highly linked DNA molecules under significant mechanical load (Charvin et al. 2005a; Seol et al. 2013a ). These results raise the question of how Topo IIA performs unlinking and supercoil relaxation of highly supercoiled and stressed DNA, particularly when efficient DNA decatenation is critical, such as during mitosis. One potential solution to these problems is the activity of accessory proteins that may aid Type II topoisomerases in processing these stressed topological states. For example, RECQL5, a member of the RecQ helicase family in humans, promotes the decatenation activity of Topo IIα, and its depletion in cells results in a similar phenotype to that observed with the inhibition of Topo IIα catalytic activity (Ramamoorthy et al. 2012) . A similar role for Escherichia coli RecQ helicase working in conjunction with Topo III and ssDNA binding protein has been shown to act as a decatenase (Harmon et al. 2003) and to resolve linked replication intermediates arising at the end of convergent replication in bacteria (Suski and Marians 2008) . The mechanistic details of these interactions have yet to be established, but DNA helicases frequently confront DNA topology in line with or in collaboration with DNA topoisomerases as they are extensively involved in DNA metabolism. In addition to the DNA repair helicases, such as the RecQ family of helicases that functionally and physically interact with topoisomerases, the replicative helicases that precede DNA polymerase are directly responsible for and must contend with the local positive supercoiling that accompanies opening of the DNA duplex. Detailed studies of the effect of DNA topology on the activity of helicases are currently lacking; understanding the interplay between DNA helicases and DNA topology is an important and interesting direction of future research.
In addition to the specific proteins mentioned above, many other proteins that are involved in DNA metabolic processes are sensitive to DNA torsion, such as nucleosomes (Li et al. 2015; Vlijm et al. 2015) , transcription factors, and regulators (reviewed in Baranello et al. 2012; Ding et al. 2014) , RecA (Fulconis et al. 2004) , and replication protein A (RPA; De Vlaminck et al. 2010) . More generally, an argument can be made that most, if not all, protein DNA interactions are likely influenced by the topology of the DNA, but there is a limited subset of proteins for which the effect of DNA topology has been explicitly determined. Nucleosomes represent a canonical example of the dynamic interplay between DNA and proteins. They play essential roles in regulating the cellular level of supercoiling and the accessibility of DNA. In particular, the inherent dynamic behavior of nucleosome reorganization observed at the single-molecule level (Bancaud et al. 2006) suggests that nucleosome dynamics respond to changes in supercoiling and, more specifically, to DNA torsion, which regulates binding of numerous proteins and controls cellular processes, including transcription and replication.
DNA writhe-dependent protein activity DNA topology also alters the local and global geometry of DNA manifest through writhe. Although knots and catenanes are considered to be unfavorable for most DNA metabolic processes (Ishii et al. 1991; Portugal and Rodriguez-Campos 1996; Sundin and Varshavsky 1981) , the formation of writhe, knots, and catenanes can bring distant sites close to one another to facilitate processes that require long-range genomic interactions (Liu et al. 2009 ). For example, writhe can promote enhancer-promoter communication (Liu et al. 2001) or regulate recombination processes (Crisona et al. 1994; Merickel and Johnson 2004) . Writhe is typically accommodated by changes in local DNA geometry that can facilitate the binding of proteins due to either a local distortion, such as bending, of DNA or the higher probability of juxtaposition of two DNA segments (Fogg et al. 2012; Zechiedrich and Osheroff 2010) (Fig. 2) .
The DNA local geometry has been shown to play an important role in two distinct aspects of Topo IIA enzymatic activity, namely, chiral discrimination and below-equilibrium topology simplification. Both human Topo IIα and E coli Topo IV preferentially relax positive supercoils (Charvin et al. 2003; Crisona et al. 2000; McClendon et al. 2005 McClendon et al. , 2008 Neuman et al. 2009; Seol et al. 2013a; Stone et al. 2003) . The underlying mechanism for this chiral discrimination is embedded in differential interactions between positive and negative writhe and the C-terminal domains of the topoisomerases (Corbett et al. 2005; McClendon et al. 2008; Neuman et al. 2009; Seol et al. 2013a) . However, the writhe-dependent chiral sensing differently affects the catalytic activities of the two enzymes as chiral discrimination by Topo IV results from chiralitydependent differences in processivity, whereas chiral discrimination by Topo IIα results from chirality-dependent differences in the relaxation rate (Neuman et al. 2009; Seol et al. 2013a) (Fig. 3) .
Since the publication by Rybenkov et al. (1997) demonstrating that Type IIA topoisomerases (with the exception of DNA gyrase) reduce the level of DNA linking, knotting, and supercoiling to below thermal equilibrium vales, it has remained a puzzle how these enzymes simplify global topology. Energetically, below-equilibrium topology simplification by Topo IIA does not violate thermodynamics since these topoisomerases utilize ATP as an energy source, so they can work against the thermal equilibrium limit. Topo IA and IB, on the other hand, do not utilize external energy, so they can only achieve thermodynamic equilibrium topological distributions. It remains unclear, however, how Topo IIA employ some of the energy of ATP hydrolysis to distinguish DNA juxtapositions in catenanes and knots and writhe of supercoils, from those occurring within or between DNA molecules due to thermal fluctuations (Rybenkov et al. 1997 ). This implies that Topo IIA must Bsense^which juxtapositions simplify global DNA topology when unlinked. Several mechanistic models of topology simplification by Topo IIA have been proposed (Vologodskii 2009 ). Two of the models, the Gsegment DNA-bending model (Vologodskii et al. 2001 ) and the hooked-juxtaposition model (Buck and Zechiedrich 2004) , propose that local geometry, such as bending by the topoisomerase or selection of Bhooked^conformations in juxtaposed DNA segments, results in preferential activity on linked DNA segments which, coupled with the ATPdependent unidirectional strand passage, results in global simplification of DNA topology. Structural studies and direct mechanical measurements have revealed that Topo IIA bend DNA upon binding (Dong and Berger 2007; Hardin et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012 Lee et al. , 2013 Thomson et al. 2014 ) and thus that this enzyme likely has a higher binding affinity for bent DNA, such as at the apices of plectonemes in supercoiled DNA. To date, however, the proposed models cannot fully explain the below-equilibrium simplification phenomenon, indicating that the models may only partially reflect the mechanistic basis of this intriguing effect (Hardin et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2010; Martínez-García et al. 2014; Seol et al. 2013b; Thomson et al. 2014; Yan et al. 1999) . Recently, it was demonstrated that the binding affinity of Topo IV is linearly related to the linking number for negatively supercoiled plasmid DNA (Litwin et al. 2015) , which is consistent with previous observations of Topo IIA binding to DNA crossovers (Zechiedrich and Osheroff 1990) . Although the exact mechanism for linking number-dependent binding affinity is uncertain, it highlights how DNA supercoiling and protein activity are dynamically coupled to each other. This supercoildependent affinity, in conjunction with other existing models, may shed light on the non-equilibrium topology simplification conundrum. Whereas the below-equilibrium removal of knots and plectonemes may contribute to genomic stability, the temporal dynamics of the process and the exceedingly low energy conversion efficiency (Stuchinskaya et al. 2009 ) suggest that it may reflect some yet to be determined aspect of Type IIA mechanism that may become clear when the fundamental process of below-equilibrium topology simplification is established and subsequently abolished through mutation.
Concluding remarks
In this review, we provide a broad survey illustrating how DNA topology is both controlled by and modulates topoisomerases and other DNA-processing enzymes that together establish feedback loops promoting the dynamic equilibrium of DNA topology. This dynamic interplay between DNA topology and topoisomerases fundamentally influences the majority of, if not all, DNA-protein interactions in the cell, many of which, in turn, disrupt topological homeostasis. We focused primarily on examples of in vitro ensemble and single-molecule studies to highlight the interactions between individual proteins and DNA topology. Moving forward, we expect the complexity of these experiments will increase to include multiple proteins and protein complexes that may begin to more faithfully recapitulate cellular interactions mediated by and regulating DNA topology. Despite the continuing progress in understanding the dynamic interplay between DNA topology and topoisomerase activity in vitro, the equivalent mechanistic insights and a fundamental understanding of how topology influences and is influenced by this dynamic interplay in vivo is progressing. Recent successes in probing DNA topology in vivo will hopefully herald the development of more sensitive and time-resolved readouts of cellular DNA topology (reviewed in Kouzine et al. 2014; Teves and Henikoff 2014) . As these tools improve and as the repertoire of mechanistic insights gleaned from in vitro experiments expands, we may achieve the ultimate goal of understanding the interplay of DNA topology and DNA processing in vivo. As a final note, we want to emphasize that the examples listed in this review represent only a fraction of relevant studies and we apologize for not including other outstanding studies.
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